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Session Overview

Research
planning:
identifying
sources
Overcoming
subjectivity –
how do you
look at
things?
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Research
planning:
the research
plan
Search
tips &
sources

Research
planning: the
research
objective
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How do you look at things?
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How do you look at things?
• Switch your perspective
and try to look at things
from the opposite side
! If you were the author of
the research topic or
subject, how would you
phrase things?
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The ultimate objective: Intelligence
The Data Processing Chain

Value
Added

Intelligence

Informed
Maximum Cost
Less Uncertainty

Information
Uninformed
Lowest Cost
High Uncertainty

Data
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Know what you are looking for
Company
Information
Humanities

Scientific Data

Key
Intelligence
Needs

Academia

Trends

Markets

Technologies
Financial
Reports
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What do I need to find?
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What do I need to find?
“Forty-two! Is that all you’ve got to show for
seven and a half million year’s work?”

“I checked it very thoroughly and that quite
definitely is the answer. I think the problem,
to be quite honest with you, is that you’ve
never actually known what the question is.”

Douglas Adams, “The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy”
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The availability of information
• Knowledge is of two
kinds. We know a subject
ourselves, or we know
where we can find
information upon it.
(Dr Samuel Johnson)

• Consider sources and
methods for obtaining the
information
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Why will the information be available?
Where will it be held?

Can I obtain it legally and ethically from
this source & if so, how?
If not, are there other sources or ways of
obtaining the information?
After obtaining the information what
checks are needed to verify it?
What is the information’s relationship to
other information?
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Examples (1)
• I need to find financials for a company based in
! Liverpool
! Milan
! Delaware

• Why will the information be available?
• Where will it be held?
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Examples (2)
• It’s 9.00am. Your boss phones you and says he
won’t be in until 5.00pm.
He tells you that he’s about to go into a meeting
and can’t be contacted but needs a summary
report on his desk by 5.00pm for a meeting with
the CEO tomorrow morning.
• How many German cars are there?
! What do you do?
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Examples (3)
Copaxone is a drug used in the treatment of Multiple
Sclerosis & marketed by Teva Pharmaceuticals
• I need to know more about Copaxone?

! What might my client want to know?
! Why will the information be available?
! Where will it be held?
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Examples (4)
• I want to invite Samantha Cameron to talk at a
meeting. I need her mobile phone number?

! Will the information be available?
! If not, why not?
! If yes, why? Can I obtain the information?
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Examples (5)
• As part of my future planning, I want to know who
will be President of the USA in 2019

! Will the information be available?
! If not, why not?
! If yes, why? Can I obtain the information?
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Constructing research plans

What is the
research topic?
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Break down into
individual
questions that,
when answered,
will provide the
required
knowledge

Don’t start
searching
without
knowing what
you are looking
for, and why
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Fee versus Free
Why pay for information?
• Time is money
• Quality assured
• Constant / structured
format
• Enhanced indexing /
search options
• Some information is only
available for payment

Why use free sources?
• Quick check to assess
the lay of the land
• To find opinion &
comment e.g. blog
searching
• To include images /
photographs
• Some sources are easy
to use yet still free
• Summary information
only needed

18
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An example research plan
Copy & fill in sheet for each key intelligence question / topic

Research Topic

Research Questions (breakdown topic into answerable questions)

Sources
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Search Approach /
Parameters

Type of information
expected

Comments /
Possible problems
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An example research plan
Sources

Search Approach /
Type of information expected
Parameters

Comments / Possible
problems

Internal
Hugh Wiltel
(ex-salesrep)

Interview – focusing
on company sales
strategies & tactics
+ contact names

Possible contacts from when
Hugh worked at company, plus
other ex-employee names;
company morale; sales
organisation; sales tactics used

Need to be careful to
remain ethical / respect
any NDA & confidentiality
agreements

Secondary
Google, Bing,
etc.

1) Intitle:xxxx “case
study” filetype:pdf;
2) Intitle:xxxx
site:.ac.uk | site:.edu

1. Case studies looking at
research topic;
2. Academic content related to
research topic

May be old or not directly
relevant. May find
different results with
Bing vs. Google

LinkedIn.com

Search for employee Potential contacts – with profiles
& ex-employee names giving info for use in primary
research interviews

Not everybody wanted will
be on LinkedIn

Sec.gov

Search on company
name

Financial data – look for last 3
years. Also check for sector
breakdowns, R&D expense and
strategic info.

Data may be several
months out of date

Factiva.com

Key words / company
codes. Search over
last 6 months.

Latest news. Look for
management interviews and
comment.

Not so good for news
from emerging mkts – so
may need further checks
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What do you call this?
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Before starting to search analyse
the topic or subject of interest
Why is information likely to be available?
Consider file-formats, and location of search terms

What unique terms or jargon could relate to the topic?
Lung cancer versus pulmonary carcinoma

Are there any synonyms or variant spellings?
Tyre or tire; Aluminum

Candy or sweet

Basle or Basel

Are there any other words likely to be in documents on the
topic?
Are any keywords part of a common phrase?
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Analysing Topics (continued)
Are any keywords likely to be in irrelevant documents
that should be excluded from searches?
Would any of the relevant pages be in another language?
“cheap hotel in Bangkok” versus “โรงแรมราคาถูกในกรุงเทพมหานคร”

Are there societies, organisations, people, or groups
that may have information?
(Where else would information be held on the topic?)

How might the information be written?
“I work for Xcompany” to search for
employees of Xcompany
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“X is better than” for comparisons
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When to stop searching!
When the research already gathered meets your
objectives
When you have run out of time, money or
sources to check
When the sources you check keep returning
information you already have
When you’ve got too much data to analyse
effectively
When you are fed up & no longer have the 100%
commitment needed to continue searching
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Verifying Information
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How to Evaluate Information Reliability
One source or multiple sources?

Why was the information available – vested
interests - is there any evidence of bias?
Does the information confirm or agree with
other information or is the information
anomalous?
Has the source been reliable in the past?
What is the quality of the wording on webpages / printed items e.g. are there spelling or
grammar errors?
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True or false?

A top tweet, spread after Osama Bin Laden was killed
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True or false?
• Did Martin Luther King say this?
! When?
! Why?
! Is it correct?

• The source – a Facebook message that was passed on:

“I will mourn the loss of thousands of precious lives, but I will not rejoice in the
death of one, not even an enemy. Returning hate for hate multiplies hate,
adding deeper darkness to a night already devoid of stars. Darkness cannot
drive out darkness; only light can do that. Hate cannot drive out hate, only
love can do that.” Martin Luther King

• The Original Facebook message – before getting garbled….
I will mourn the loss of thousands of precious lives, but I will not rejoice in the
death of one, not even an enemy. "Returning hate for hate multiplies hate,
adding deeper darkness to a night already devoid of stars. Darkness cannot
drive out darkness; only light can do that. Hate cannot drive out hate, only
love can do that." MLK Jr.
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True or false?

BBC News
27 Sept. 2002
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True or false?
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Extinction of Blondes Vastly Over-reported
Media Fail to Check Root of 'Study'
By a Washington Post Staff Writer
Wednesday, October 2, 2002; Page C01
It was a dark day on the hair color front….
…The World Health Organization says there is no such study -- and that most journalists
didn't call to check.
"We've certainly never conducted any research into the subject," WHO spokeswoman
Rebecca Harding said yesterday from Geneva. "It's been impossible to find out where it
came from. It just seems like it was a hoax.”
The health group traced the story to an account Thursday on a German wire service, which
in turn was based on a two-year-old article in the German women's magazine Allegra, which
cited a WHO anthropologist. Harding could find no record of such a man working for the
WHO.
For the media, though, the blondes-are-toast yarn was too good to check….
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1961: Blondes Are in Global Fade-Out
Blondes - real and bottled - are disappearing on a worldwide scale at
increasingly
rapid rates,
according
a scientific
study
made in France.
1906: BLONDES
DOOMED
TOto
VANISH
FROM
EARTH
Natural
the
kind gentlemen
prefer most,
may be extinct in 50
Majorblondes,
Woodruff
Sounds
Their Deathknell
- It's Science.
years, The Insider's Newsletter reports.
The1890:
girl with
golden tresses
is doomed, and within six hundred years
THEthe
BLONDES
DISAPPEARING
blondes
will be
TheGovernment
fate of the blonde
foretold today by
Condition
of extinct.
Affairs the
Shouldwas
Investigate
Major C. E. Woodruff in a lecture at the Association for Advancement of
Science
at Columbia
Blondes
are said touniversity.
be disappearing both in England and America, says
(Report
on paper
by Major
C.
E. Woodruff:
“The
Disappearance
of Blond
the 1865:
Illustrated
American.
Persons
who can
look
back half a century
unite
GOLDEN
HAIR
Types
fromlong
the that
American
Population.”
See:
MacCurdy
GG,
Anthropology
in declaring
there
is
a marked
change
inand
thisfair
respect.
Not
ago,
the admirers
of blue
eyes
hair were
disgusted by
At Thecertain
New York
Science 26
April
653-665)
wiseMeeting,
men announcing
that
the1907:
blonde
was becoming rapidly
Forextinct,
every red-haired
person
now, in
10her
could
have
beenLet
metthem
with take
20
failing to hold
her seen
own even
native
North.
years
ago.
In rejoice,
New England
we are
told the
has well-nigh
heart
and
and laugh
to scorn
theblonde
evil prophecies
of Darwinian
disappeared.
doctrinaires. Fashion, in Paris, has determined to thwart the disciples of
the new school, and set natural selection at defiance, and the fiat has
gone forth that the blonde is the true type of beauty, and golden your only
hair….
(From: Chamber's journal of popular literature, science and arts By
William Chambers, Robert Chambers, 1865)
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The role of the analyst - to see the picture
Sometimes
there is
insufficient
detail to be sure
of the full
picture…

But if you fill in
some of the
gaps you may
get a better
idea…
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Other times, in
order to see the
picture, you need
to take a step or
two back

Often, the only
analysis that is
needed is to put
information into
context and the
picture will
become clear!
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Not everything is obvious….
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The role of Intuition - the missing element
The intellect has little to do on the
road to discovery. There comes a
leap in consciousness, call it
intuition or what you will, and the
solution comes to you and you don't
know how or why…. The only real
valuable thing is INTUITION .

Follow your
instincts. That's
where true wisdom
manifests itself.
Oprah Winfrey

Albert Einstein

Often you have to
rely on INTUITION.
Bill Gates

INTUITION becomes increasingly
valuable in the new information
society precisely because there
is so much data.
John Naisbitt
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